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INTRODUCTION

continue to report the gender pay gap as separate legal entities.

The following information needs to be reported:

– the difference between the average and midpoint (mean and median) hourly rate of pay 
for male and female full-pay relevant employees;

– the difference between the average and midpoint (mean and median) 
bonuses/incentives paid to male and female employees over the period of 12 months 
ending with the ‘snapshot’ date of 5 April;

– the proportion of male and female relevant employees who were paid a bonus or 
incentive payment during the 12 months ending on the snapshot date; and

– the proportion of male and female full-pay relevant employees in each quartile of the pay 
distribution.
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PRA (UK) Limited is required by the Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) 
Regulations 2017 to publish information on its gender pay gap. The regulations provide 
specific metrics that must be published by a government portal and that must be also made 
publicly available on the Company’s website.

The ‘snapshot date’ reflected in the reporting is 5 April 2020 which was before the 2021 
acquisition with ICON was formalised. As we move forward with the harmonisation and 
integration work, there will be changes to the legal entities in the future. Until then, we will 



GENDER PAY 
GAP DATA

Our mean and median gender pay gap data is based on hourly rates of pay, as at 5 April 
2020 (i.e. the ‘snapshot date’). The table below also includes mean and median difference 
between bonuses paid to our male and female colleagues in the year up to 5 April 2020.
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PAY QUARTILES FOR THE PAY PERIOD 
SPANNING 5 APRIL 2020 

Hourly Pay 12.8% 9.0%

Bonus Paid                                 74.6%                                     10.4%

The below diagram shows the gender distribution within PRA (UK) Limited across four 
equally sized quartiles, each containing just under 317 staff.

This calculation requires an employer to show the proportions of male and female full-pay 
relevant employees in four quartile pay bands, which is done by dividing the workforce 
into four equal parts. These quartile pay bands are established managing gender pay 
reporting when making the calculation, so any other pay banding used in a workplace 
must not be used.
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PAY  &  BONUS  GAP 

GENDER PAY GAP REPORTING IS DIFFERENT TO EQUAL PAY

Mean                                     Median

The primary reason for our gender pay is caused by having fewer femalerepresentation in
 PRA’s senior leadership positions.

The gender pay gap shows the difference in the average pay between allmen and women in
 a workforce.

Equal pay deals with the pay differences between men and women whocarry out the 
same jobs, similar jobs or work of equal value. It is unlawful to pay unequally because 
thay are a male or a female.

The following section provides the relevant data for PRA (UK) Limited for the snapshot date 
of 5 April 2020.

All information has been calculated using the methods outlined in the Equality Act 2010 
(Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017 and associated guidance.



PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES  
RECEIVING A BONUS PAYMENT  
IN THE YEAR TO 5 APRIL 2020 
being paid a bonus in the bonus reference period (the year up to 5 April 2020). Bonuses 
include anything that relates to productivity, performance, incentive, commission, and profit 
sharing (including the value  of bonuses paid in securities as at the time when the employee 
incurs a charge to income tax).
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UNDERSTANDING THE GAP
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The chart below shows a 4.0% difference between the number of males and females 

Many companies have been more conservative in their financial and bonus allocations 
due to the need for businesses to scale back and focus on safeguarding finances. As we 
move forward with the integration and harmonisation and come together as the new ICON, 
there is a focused and shared effort in developing strategies that seek to reduce the 
gender pay gap.

Addressing the gender pay gap is generally not a topic that can be addressed as a quick 
fix. There are several deep-rooted socio-economic factors which in many cases have been 
exacerbated by the pandemic. Covid-19 has had a significant impact on the socio-economic 
context in the UK and perceptions of equality and fairness more widely. All indications are 
that the pandemic has had an impact that has widened inequality across the UK. The 
primary reason for our gender pay gap is caused by having fewer female representation 
in PRA’s senior leadership positions.

For many companies in the UK, the pandemic has had an unpredictable impact on the 
gender pay gap. In March 2020, the Government Equalities Office (GEO) and the Equality 
and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) took the decision to suspend the enforcement of 
the compulsory gender pay gap reporting requirements for the 2019-20 year. This was part 
of the temporary relaxation of several rules and regulations stemming from the developing 
situation of Covid-19 which were designed to allow employers to continue navigating and 
working through the unprecedented disruption. More than half of employers still voluntarily 
published their gender pay gap statistics for 2019-20 and PRA chose to do so also.



CLOSING THE GAP

Joe Cronin
Chief HR Officer 
ICON plc

PRAHEALTHSCIENCES

Initiatives to address the Gender Pay Gap

The global Diversity, Equality and Inclusion (DE&I) committee was set up in 2019. Some 
of the key topics the committee have been focusing on include improving female 
representation in senior leadership roles and return to work practices to support parents. 

Training and Development 
– As a programme partner with Women Ahead, PRA is taking part in the 30% Club 

Intercompany Mentoring Scheme. The 30% Club aims to develop a diverse pool of 
talent, with a better gender balance at all levels of the organisation. Ten talented 
individuals within PRA are taking part as either Mentors (both Male and Female) or 
Mentees (All Females). We also set up our own Internal Mentoring Programme over 
a year ago and will be welcoming our fourth cohort of participants later this year.

– Leadership and Management Apprenticeships- PRA has utilised our England 
Apprenticeship Levy funds to up skill our new and experienced leaders. 

– Conscious and Unconscious Bias training for our Senior Management team and aim to 
roll out this training to the rest of the organisation.

– Raising awareness of family friendly policies and benefits:

– Delivery of flexible working training for Functional Managers. Our HR Director 
is part of the CIPD and Timewise’s flexible hiring champions project. 

– Developing a questionnaire to gain feedback on PRA's family friendly policies 
and practices, to aid in the development of a return to work program. 

– Parents@PRAUK Network -creating a supportive community for new and 
existing parents 

adjustments where necessary for interviews and assessments.

– Develop and implement DE&I training for TA, HR and Functional Managers across 
the organisation.

– Demonstrate proactive allyship by enhancing and promoting the Employee Resource 
Groups. Align Employee Resource Group activity with DE&I strategy and create a 
sustainable, transparent Governance structure.

– Partner with External organisations to enhance DE&I understanding and best 
practice – Women of Color in Pharma, Adecco, Proud Science Alliance, 30% Club.

– Support internal initiatives that support DE&I Strategy – Women in Leadership, 
Mentoring program.

– Understand the data available in the organisation to measure success of DE&I 
activities.

In  July 2021 PRA Health Sciences was acquired by ICON PLC with a combined 
headcount across both organizations of more than 38,000 employees. PRA and ICON 
share common cultures, values and strengths and as a combined company will enable 
us to offer employees exciting roles and  significant career opportunities across the ‘New 
ICON’, while we identify best practices across both organizations as we continue to 
close the gender pay gap.

I confirm that the gender pay gap data in this report is accurate.

We partnered with our Accountants to develop an analysis tool to compare Gender Pay 
Gap across departments, tenure, and position level. The analysis reveals one of the 
primary causes is more men than women in Senior level positions, which affirmed the 
focus of our Action Plan.

We have also partnered with the Gender Equalities Office to provide feedback on 
guidance designed to help employers take action to close the Gender Pay Gap. Our HR 
Director is also part of a CIPD committee to ensure companies use Non-disclosure 
Agreements (NDAs) appropriately.

– We have a People Workstream, under the Corporate DE&I umbrella, that connects 
internal and external partners to increase visibility of DE&I related efforts, connect 
employees and future employees to the DE&I strategy through storytelling, proactive 
outreach and the continued development of Employee Resource Groups. We will 
also examine Talent Acquisition practices and Human Resources policies and 
processes for step-wise improvements.

– Review Talent Acquisition material for inclusive language, provide prompts for hiring 
managers to check unconscious bias, use inclusive language and make reasonable 


